Investors holding mutual funds in taxable accounts face a classic externality. The aftertax return of their investment depends on the behavior of others. In particular, redemptions may force the mutual fund to sell some of its equity positions in order to pay off the liquidating investors. As a result, the mutual fund may be forced to distribute realized capital gains to its shareholders. The taxes of investors staying with the fund are accelerated by the actions of those leaving the fund. On the other hand, new investors convey a positive externality upon existing investors by diluting the unrealized capital gain position of the fund. The simulations presented in this paper show that these externalities are important determinants of the after-tax performance of equity mutual funds. Mutual fund managers can significantly influence the magnitude of these externalities by choosing tax-efficient accounting techniques and investment policies.
Introduction
Mutual funds have played an increasingly important role in meeting the financial goals of U.S. investors over the last several decades. As shown in Table 1 .1, the growth of equity mutual fund assets has been remarkable. According to the Investment Company Institute (ICI)-the mutual fund trade association-total assets of equity mutual funds have increased from $40 billion at year-end 1980 to $2,503 billion at year-end 1998 1 , representing a compound annual growth rate of 25.8% over the period. Overall, the mutual fund industry has benefited from a broader shift away from households investing directly in equities to indirect ownership of equities. This trend is documented in detail by Poterba and Samwick (1995) . The mutual fund industry benefited greatly from the introduction and growth of new retirement accumulation vehicles (e.g., 401(k) plans, Individual Retirement Accounts). However, a majority of mutual fund assets are still held outside tax-qualified vehicles. A lot of attention has recently been devoted to the tax efficiency of mutual fund investments. Dickson and Shoven (1994, 1995) argue that mutual funds have not generally considered the tax implication of their trading activity and suggest ways in which portfolio managers could improve after-tax returns for their shareholders. More recently, Bergstresser and Poterba (1999) consider how different portfolio characteristics affect after-tax returns and mutual fund cash flows. The topic of mutual fund tax efficiency has also received attention from legislators, as evidenced by the introduction of H.R. 1089 ("The Mutual Fund Tax Awareness Act of 1999"), which would direct the Securities and Exchange Commission to improve disclosure of after-tax returns for mutual funds.
While a lot of research has focused on the persistence of mutual fund performance (see, for example Carhart (1997) ), there has been less discussion about the mutual fund structure as an investment vehicle. This paper considers how the tax situation of investors is affected by the mutual fund structure through the actions of other shareholders. We also discuss choices made by the mutual fund managers that can affect-positively or negatively-the after-tax returns realized by their shareholders. The difference between the after-tax performance of mutual funds and directly-held investments center mainly on how mutual fund cash flows can impact returns over time.
Although mutual funds were established as pass-through vehicles, there are tax differences between funds and individually managed accounts. In particular, there are three significant differences that could impact the relative attractiveness of a mutual fund investment. First, Subchapter M of the Internal Revenue Code-originally enacted in 1936 to provide for the tax treatment of pass-through entities, including mutual funds-does not include a provision to passthrough the character of short-term capital gains for tax purposes. 2 Thus, while mutual funds report short-term capital gain distributions to their shareholders, these distributions are treated as ordinary income dividends on IRS Form 1099-DIV-the tax form documenting taxable mutual fund distributions. In other words, short-term capital gain distributions from mutual funds are reported on Schedule B (Interest and Ordinary Dividends) of IRS Form 1040 instead of Schedule D (Capital Gains and Losses) . This difference matters only if a taxpayer has realized losses that would not otherwise be offset by gains. In other words, the tax liability of a mutual fund shareholder could be greater if short-term losses were offset by long-term gains that could otherwise have been offset by short-term gains from the mutual fund. Second, mutual funds can not distribute net realized losses. Instead, funds can use loss carry-forwards for up to eight years following the year of the loss. The net effect of this treatment is to accelerate the tax liability of mutual fund shareholders versus individually managed accounts, where net losses can be declared in the year they occur and used to offset other gains or up to $3,000 of taxable income. 3 These two negatives are offset by a significant benefit for mutual fund shareholders: the passthrough of the fund's expenses. Mutual funds distribute net investment income to shareholders, which is income received by the fund less charged expenses. Take for example, a mutual fund whose underlying portfolio of securities generates a 2% gross dividend yield. If the fund's expense ratio-e.g., investment advisory, custody, distribution, shareholder servicing expenses-is 1%, then the net income distribution to shareholders would be 1%. If the expense ratio were 0.5%, then the dividend would be 1.5%. Effectively, fund expenses are fully deductible for all taxpayers because they lower the taxable income received by shareholders. Generally, investment fees assessed in a non-registered investment vehicle (e.g., individually managed and trust accounts) are an itemized deduction that can be used only to the extent they exceed 2% of adjusted gross income.
Mutual fund shareholders are taxed through two different mechanisms. Each year, a fund passesthrough its income and capital gains realizations in the form of distributions made to the fund's shareholders. These distributions result from the actions of the portfolio manager and affect all shareholders in the fund because each shareholder receives their pro-rata share of the distribution (as of the distribution's record date). Although the portfolio manager's trading activity leads to the fund's distributions, the trading activity could have been initiated by the portfolio manager or imposed on the portfolio manager as a result of shareholder activity (net cash flow). It is this latter case that distinguishes the mutual fund or other commingled vehicles from "separate" accounts. 4 As such, a mutual fund investment is subject to a classic externality because the actions of other existing and potential investors can affect the taxable distributions to all shareholders.
In addition, mutual fund shareholders also may face an additional tax liability upon the sale of such assets to the extent the market value upon sale is greater or less than their accumulated cost basis (which is the sum of the value of all purchases, including reinvested distributions). Obviously, these two forms of shareholder taxation are not mutually exclusive. If during the investment horizon, fewer taxable distributions were received, then the tax liability due upon liquidation would almost always be greater relative to an investment with the same pre-tax return (assuming such return is positive) which distributed more taxable capital gains throughout the investment horizon. This paper explores the positive and negative externalities resulting from mutual fund cash flows and how these externalities can be affected by the management and accounting practices of the fund. Mutual fund cash flows are generally viewed as a negative relative to an individually managed account because redemptions can force capital gains to be realized and distributed to shareholders, accelerating their tax liability. Another argument is that negative cash flows can make otherwise tax-efficient funds unstable (Warther 1996 ). An implicit assumption in these arguments is that mutual funds use average cost accounting.
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In fact, mutual funds have significant flexibility in choosing how they account for security sales, and we will show how the choice of accounting technique can either exacerbate or reduce the magnitude of the mutual fund tax externality.
We also consider the other side of the cash flow argument; namely, that positive cash flows benefit mutual fund shareholders versus an investment vehicle with no ongoing cash flow (i.e., a separate account).
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The positive externality associated with mutual fund cash flows has not been generally discussed and can represent a significant benefit to investors in mutual funds. Such cash flow dilutes the unrealized capital gains position of the fund and generally makes taxsensitive accounting techniques more powerful in reducing the overall tax burden of the investment. We will also show that these benefits can increase over time relative to a portfolio without cash flows.
The rest of the paper is organized around investigating the externalities associated with mutual fund investments. The next section briefly describes the positive and negative externalities associated with mutual fund management and how management practices can affect these relationships. The third section is the bulk of the paper and presents a simulation methodology that allows us to investigate the magnitude of the externalities. This section looks at how certain tax-management techniques can affect after-tax returns in both a separate account and a mutual fund environment. In addition, we consider the effects of accounting techniques and "closing" funds on the after-tax returns for shareholders. The final section presents a brief conclusion and issues for policymakers to consider in helping investors understand alternative investment vehicles.
Mutual Fund Tax Externality
The differences between mutual funds and separately managed accounts and how mutual funds can exacerbate or mitigate any potential negative tax events can be illustrated with a simple example. Assume that a mutual fund currently has three taxable shareholders whose initial purchases were completed at different times and were used to buy the same equity security (XYZ Company).
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There are no other transactions in the fund. The following table gives the investment position of the fund and each of its shareholders: Now assume that investor A redeems her entire investment in the next period, with XYZ stock trading at $140 per share. If another shareholder invests at the same time, then investor A can be paid with the cash received from the new shareholders without requiring any securities transactions at the fund level. However, if the redemption is the only shareholder transaction, then the fund must sell some of its holdings to raise the cash to pay the redeeming shareholder. However, the gain or loss realized (and then distributed to the remaining shareholders would depend on the accounting treatment used. For example, selling the XYZ shares purchased with investor A's initial investment-which would also correspond to FIFO accounting-would result in a $40 gain that must be distributed to the remaining shareholders. However, the existence of other shareholders has presented a way to mitigate this potential externality. In particular, if the fund sells the shares purchased at $150 that resulted from investor C's investment, then the fund would realize a $10 loss that would result in no current taxable capital gain distribution to the remaining shareholders and could be used to offset future capital gain realizations. No matter which tax treatment is used by the fund, investor A still pays tax based on the difference between the market value of the redemption ($140) and her cost basis ($100).
More generally, consider a portfolio of (equity) securities. Its market value (MV) and cost basis (CB) can be represented by the following relationships:
where p ij is the price of security i at time j, and S it is the total number of shares of security i held at time t. S it equals the sum of the holdings of the shares s ij , which were initially purchased at time j. (Note the relationships are a portfolio snapshot at time t. Net security positions, s ij , may differ at times t and t+1 to the extent there are sales or purchases of the fund's securities.) Also, the difference between the portfolio's value and its cost basis-or the net unrealized gain (UG)-is:
The net unrealized gain of the portfolio is a combination of positions at a loss and those at a gain (both across securities and within an individual security's tax lots). It is important to recognize that the amount of gain or loss recognized from a partial sale of the portfolio's assets cannot be determined without further assumptions. Instead, the UG t relationship represents the net amount of gain or loss recognized if the portfolio were to be completely liquidated at time t.
Equation (1) demonstrates that the dispersion in unrealized gain liabilities and, hence, in capital gain realizations is an important determinate in the ability to control the capital gain realizations through accounting procedures. In particular, the larger the standard deviation of (p it -p ij ) conditional on s ij >0, the more ability the manager has to minimize or maximize tax realizations. In this context, a separate account with minimal cash flow will have very little ability to control gain realizations. On the other hand, a mutual fund with positive cash flow over time and that tends to buy small amounts of each security at different points in time will tend to have much more flexibility.
The fund has four sources of cash flows. First, the stocks held in the mutual fund pay dividends d t at time t. Second, the fund pays fund expenses of x t to its fund managers. Third, the fund is required to distribute annually the received dividends net of expenses and the realized capital gains to its shareholders, if they are positive. Realized capital losses are carried forward and subtracted from future realized capital gains. The total fund distributions are denoted by fd t . The investors in the fund must pay taxes on those distributions. Dividends and short-term capital gains (i.e., gains of assets held for one year or less) are taxed at the marginal income tax rate on ordinary income and long-term capital gains (i.e., gains of assets held for more than one year) are taxed at the lower capital gains tax rate. Fourth, investors buy or redeem shares of the mutual fund. Those exogenous cash flows are denoted by c t . Additional flows result from the reinvestments of distributions by the fund's shareholders. The proportion α of the dividend distributions and the proportion β of the capital gains distributions are automatically re-invested. Total cashflows must be absorbed by net asset sales. The total cash flows at time t are given by:
The rest of the paper investigates how portfolio management decisions, accounting procedures and shareholder cash flow can affect the recognition of capital gains or losses in the fund.
No Cash Flows
A separate account of directly held securities may have little or no ongoing cash flows after the initial investment in the portfolio. Although dividends-to the extent they are reinvested-may provide some positive cash flow, the new positions resulting from reinvested dividends would likely be relatively small compared with the initial investments. These portfolios would not be subject to the tax externality described in the introduction because the account owners decide when to sell the assets, and the associated tax liability does not depend on the activity of any other shareholders (though discretionary portfolio management decisions could impact the account owners).
There is a tradeoff for control over the portfolio's tax liability, however. With no new cash flows, the portfolio's net unrealized gain will increase as security prices rise over time (assuming they do). This has the potential to accelerate the tax liability for a shareholder in certain cases. For example, if positions are sold to maintain the portfolio's security weightings over time (e.g., to maintain diversification of the portfolio's assets), then gains may be realized instead of being able to direct cash flow to rebalance the portfolio. Also, if a forced realization of capital gains occurs (e.g., merger and acquisition activity among the portfolio's holdings), the portfolio may have a higher ratio of market value to cost basis than a mutual fund that has had positive cash flows.
Net Cash Flows
A mutual fund or other commingled investment vehicle is subject to the cash flow patterns of both existing and new shareholders. Cash flows affect security transaction activity within the fund. As such, actions of other shareholders can cause positive or negative effects for all other shareholders.
First, consider the case of positive cash flow. Assuming the fund is in a net unrealized gain position, the existence of positive cash flow dilutes the overall capital gain position of the fund because the market value and cost basis of any new investment are equal, whereas the portfolio's market value exceeds its basis. An equivalent way of stating this relationship is that the new securities come in, in aggregate, at a cost higher than the average cost basis of the portfolio. This dilution is positive for the existing shareholders from a number of perspectives. First, it spreads any capital gain realizations across a larger shareholder base (i.e., the per-share value of any distribution is reduced). Secondly, it provides a means to offset negative cash flows that might otherwise require a liquidation of some equity positions. Finally, and most importantly, the addition of new cost lots at different prices through security purchases increases the power of the fund's accounting techniques to mitigate any future redemption activity by allowing for greater choice among tax lots. Overall, cash flows can represent a positive externality.
What about negative net cash flows? Unambiguously, if securities are sold at their average cost, then the portfolio will realize capital gains to the extent the portfolio's basis is less than its market value. However, the portfolio does not have to realize gains or losses at their average costs. The decisions of the fund's adviser-specifically, the accounting technique chosen-can mitigate the potential tax externality. That said, continuous redemptions can cause an accelerated tax liability over time even in a tax-efficient portfolio if share prices generally rise and the fund's accounting techniques eliminate much of the gross unrealized loss in the portfolio.
A number of studies have investigated the relationships affecting net cash flows (Barclay, Pearson, and Weisbach, 1998; Sirri and Tufano, 1998; Bergstresser and Poterba, 1999) . However, many of these relationships have been performance-based, which can often be fleeting.
On the other hand, to the extent cash flows are positively correlated with equity market movements, it could imply that the tax-efficient accounting techniques described below are even more powerful because the portfolio would be buying when prices are rising and selling when prices are falling (and possibly realizing losses).
Other than performance, are there other ways that mutual funds could generate positive cash flows, thereby benefiting existing investors? The academic studies suggest that unrealized capital gains may be a factor in future net cash flow patterns and that managers might consciously control the "tax overhang" in order to remain attractive for future shareholders (Barclay, Pearson, and Weisbach, 1998) . However, a tax efficient investor would probably prefer a buyand-hold portfolio with a lower level of net cash flows than one in which that tax liability were accelerated in order to supposedly attract a high level of new cash. In other words, such a strategy significantly reduces the benefit of a positive cash flow. Another approach would be to advertise the fund, if this were successful in generating new cash flow over time. Most directly, the cash flow relationship can be affected by a decision to limit new cash to the fund-e.g., closing the fund to new investors. Closing a fund is often done for investment reasons in order to maintain the fund's character and investment process. However, there is a potentially significant negative to such an approach: it makes negative cash flows and their associated externalities more likely. We investigate closing a fund in our simulations in the following section.
Accounting Techniques
Mutual funds are subject to the same rules as other owners of equity securities when accounting for security sales; namely, specific identification of the tax lots sold. Currently, mutual funds are not required to disclose how they account for security sales in any prospectus or shareholder report. As demonstrated in the next section, this information could be useful to shareholders because different accounting techniques can have a material impact on the after-tax performance of mutual fund investments.
It is also interesting to note that tax-efficient accounting techniques benefit all current fund investors. That is, accounting for security sales in different ways does not affect the fund's pretax return-the objective of a fund's tax-deferred shareholders-but can improve the fund's after-tax return-the objective of those shareholders holding the fund outside of a tax-qualified vehicle. Within this context, certain regulatory practices could affect the ability to use accounting techniques to affect the after-tax return for shareholders. In particular, a proposal in President Clinton's fiscal year 1998 budget proposal would have required all security sales to be effected using average cost accounting. Although this proposal was not included in the final budget for that year, the simulations in the next section suggest that such a move could accelerate the tax liability for shareholders in funds that currently use more tax-friendly accounting.
Although a survey of accounting techniques among mutual funds is not available, we will consider a range of potential accounting techniques: first-in first-out (FIFO), last-in first-out (LIFO), average cost, and tax-sensitive accounting. Average cost identifies for sale the security position that is closest to the average cost of the overall position in the security, or equivalently sells a fixed fraction of all the lots purchased at different points in time. First-in, first-out is simply identifying for sale the oldest lot for each position. FIFO is usually a tax-inefficient strategy to the extent security prices rise over time. Last-in, first-out is selling the most recently purchased lot of each position. The last technique we consider is tax-sensitive accounting, which is often referred to as highest-in, first-out (HIFO) accounting. HIFO accounting identifies the highest cost lot in each security for sale.
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These techniques and their ability to affect relative after-tax performance are investigated in the next section.
The ability to use accounting techniques to affect after-tax performance depends on the management and structure of the investment vehicle. In particular, accounting techniques are more powerful when there is a greater dispersion of cost lots for each security. Accounting procedures can mitigate the potential negative effects of redeeming investors on the other shareholders. On the other hand, a separate account with a large initial investment relative to its overall portfolio does not have as much ability to leverage accounting techniques because the fund's holdings would be much more concentrated at specific points in time (i.e., HIFO, LIFO, FIFO, and average cost are close to equivalent because there is minimal dispersion of cost lots). Similarly, active management techniques-where securities may be bought or sold in short time frames-may be less able to use accounting techniques than passively managed vehicles-where small slices of many securities tend to be transacted. However, for those portfolios with more concentrated buying and selling, the ability to effect trading strategies (e.g., harvesting losses) can have a relatively greater impact on after-tax returns. We investigate these inter-dependent relationships in the next section.
Simulations of Mutual Funds
We have constructed a mutual fund simulator to help evaluate the importance of the externalities between shareholders and the effect of accounting and other policies of mutual fund managers. By assumption, the simulated mutual funds only keep track of the equities of the companies which were amongst the fifty largest (in terms of market capitalization) in 1983. We used the CRSP data set to determine the identity of these fifty companies and to track their monthly returns and distributions from 1984 through 1998. If a company was merged into another company, we followed the stock of the acquirer. If a company was bought out for cash, we replaced it with the largest market capitalization company (in December 1983) that is not already in the data set. A detailed description of the data set is contained in Appendix 1.
The mutual fund returns are based on the actual monthly returns of the component stocks minus an expense charge of five basis points per month. We have used this expense ratio for all of our simulations, although we recognize that this is a high charge for a passively managed index fund and a low charge relative to the expenses of most actively managed funds. We assume that ninety percent of the fund distributions of dividends and capital-gains are automatically reinvested in the mutual fund. The after-tax returns are computed for an investor facing a 39.6 percent marginal income tax rate on dividends and realized short-term capital gain distributions and a 20.0 percent marginal tax rate on realized long-term capital gain distributions. These are the current rates for someone in the top federal income tax bracket. We apply these rates to the entire 1984-98 period.
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Further, we ignore state and local income taxes.
Description of Simulations
This section discusses the effects of different mutual fund policies on after-tax returns for a buyand-hold mutual fund investor. First, mutual funds choose the accounting technique they use to determine the cost basis of shares that they sell. We evaluate four different accounting policies: (1) always using the average cost basis for determining capital gains and losses, (2) using FIFO (using the cost basis of the oldest lots of a particular stock), (3) using LIFO (using the cost of the most recently acquired lots) 12 , and (4) using HIFO (using the cost of the most expensive lots). The cost basis of the remaining shares of a particular security also depends on the choice of accounting technique. If HIFO is used, for instance, the cost basis of the remaining shares will be lower than if one of the other techniques is chosen. By choosing accounting technique, the fund determines the timing of taxes of its shareholders.
Second, mutual funds follow either an active or a passive (index) investment strategy. Passively managed funds track either an equally-or a value-weighted index of the fifty companies in our dataset. Actively managed funds are assumed to hold thirty of the fifty securities at all points in time. The thirty stocks are held in value-weighted proportions. Each month, the actively managed funds completely divest themselves of two of their thirty positions and bring in two randomly selected companies from the twenty that have been outside the fund. The portfolio is rebalanced so that the new holdings are proportional to the market capitalizations of the members. The fact that the new entrants are randomly chosen probably reflects our bias towards the efficient market hypothesis. We examine three alternative rules for choosing which two securities to kick out of the mutual fund each month. One rule is to drop the two firms that have the largest gains relative to their cost bases. A second rule is exactly the opposite -to sell the two firms that have the lowest price relative to cost basis. This is a relatively tax efficient strategy, although it is not the tax minimizing strategy which would keep track of the difference between short and long-term gains and losses and which would make the number of stocks liquidated dependent on the cost basis. The third rule chooses the two stocks to be deleted each month randomly. Under this regime, the actively managed funds are true noise traders, exchanging randomly chosen positions for equally randomly chosen replacements.
Third, we also look at the impact of the pace of net mutual fund sales on the after tax returns that the fund offers its long-term shareholders. The first net sales regime applies to a fund that has a trend of net sales equal to one percent of assets per month. The second regime, roughly corresponding to a fund that is closed to new purchases (or at least to some classes of potential buyers), is for a fund with a trend rate of net sales of minus one percent of assets per month. That is, on average it experiences net redemptions.
Passive Management

Equally-Weighted Fund
The first results are shown in Table 3 .1 and refer to a passively managed index fund holding all fifty stocks with equal weights. That is, two percent of the fund's assets are invested in each of the fifty securities. The maintenance of the two-percent weights implies a monthly rebalancing of the portfolio -selling stocks whose relative price has risen and buying additional shares in those whose relative price has fallen. Table 3 .1 displays the before and after-tax average monthly returns for the entire period 1984-98 for an equally-weighted index fund experiencing deterministic net sales. Panel A simply reminds us that the before-tax return is exactly the same for the different accounting techniques and different patterns of net sales of the fund. This means that an investor holding the fund in a tax-qualified pension account (such as an IRA or 401(k) account) would be indifferent to the arguments of this sub-section.
On the other hand, Panel B indicates that a taxable investor who was in one of these funds for the entire period 1984-98 would care a lot about which cell in the panel his fund has chosen for him. First, if the fund is experiencing neither net sales nor net redemptions (other than the assumed ten percent of dividend and capital gains distributions that are not reinvested), then the difference in after-tax returns between a fund that uses HIFO accounting and one which uses FIFO accounting is 7.72 basis points per month. Perhaps more realistically, the difference between HIFO and average cost accounting is 6.09 basis points per month or 73 basis points per year. This difference is larger than the assumed expenses of the fund. Over long holding periods, such as ten or fifteen years, this 73 basis points per year differential can be very significant.
Second, the individual investor in the growing fund (with 1 percent net sales per month) experiences a much higher after-tax return than the investor in the shrinking fund. Comparing the HIFO result with +1% net sales to the one with -1% net sales shows a difference of 10.09 basis points per month. This is a difference of slightly more than 121 basis points per year -an enormous amount considering that the two funds hold exactly the same securities with the same weights and use the same accounting techniques. This difference is due to the externality between existing shareholders and new shareholders that we discussed in the previous section of the paper. The fund with a steady supply of new shareholders is continuously buying new lots of the fifty securities and can accomplish the monthly rebalancing (to retain the two-percent weights) with far less tax consequence than the fund experiencing steady net redemptions. The difference between owning a tax-sensitive HIFO index fund experiencing net new sales every month and an average-cost basis index fund experiencing net redemptions is 14.83 basis points per month or more than 1.78 percent per year.
Our simulated passively managed funds begin in 1984 with newly acquired positions in all fifty stocks. Initially, there is not much advantage to one accounting technique over the other because all of the original lots carry the same cost basis. The advantage of HIFO and LIFO over FIFO and average cost accounting grows as the number of lots of purchases to choose amongst for partial liquidations grows. To examine this effect, we calculate the difference accounting choices and net sales makes for the years 1994-98 for our funds begun in 1984. The average monthly before-tax return for the sample of fifty equally weighted stocks was 1.7981 percent for the 1994-98 period. This is certainly a much better than average period of time for large capitalization stocks such as those in our sample. The average after-tax returns for 1994-98 are shown in Table 3 .2. The gain from the relatively tax efficient HIFO policy is larger than before. For example, with zero exogenous net sales, the difference between HIFO and FIFO is 10.19 basis points per month and the difference between HIFO and average cost accounting is 7.37 basis points per month.
The difference between the after-tax performance of growing and shrinking funds is also wider for the five years 1994-98 than it is for the entire time period 1984-98. Now, comparing the HIFO results for +1% net sales with the HIFO results with -1% net sales, the growing fund offers its high-tax shareholders a 13.17 basis points a month advantage. This is more than thirty percent greater than the difference over the entire fifteen-year period, a difference that we already thought was enormous. For the five years 1994-98, the difference in after-tax return for a HIFO index fund experiencing one percent per month net sales and an average cost index fund experiencing one percent net redemptions is 18.00 basis points per month or 2.16 percent per year.
Value-Weighted Fund
The assumption that the passive funds hold their positions with equal weights causes them to realize gains and losses in the process of monthly rebalancing. If the fund held positions with value or market capitalization weights, rebalancing would be greatly reduced. With value weights, rebalancing is necessary only if the companies in the index issue or repurchase shares or if the composition of the largest fifty companies changes due to mergers and acquisitions. Besides, it could be argued that market capitalization weights are more consistent with the indexing philosophy. We have examined the effect of the same accounting and net sales assumptions for the case with value weights. The results are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. For the record, the average monthly before-tax return on value-weighted portfolios is 1.4972 percent for 1984-98 and 2.0275 percent for 1994-98. The results confirm our intuition: the accounting technique is much less important with value weights because much less rebalancing is necessary.
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The choice of accounting technique is most important when a portion of a position is being sold. Here that happens to a much smaller extent than with equal weights. However, it is important to note that the externality imposed by the presence or absence of new investors is still present and is essentially undiminished. The difference between HIFO accounting with +1 percent new sales and -1 percent new sales is 9.01 basis points per month over the entire 1984-98 period and is 13.05 percent per month for the 1994-98 period.
Liquidation Tax
The calculations in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 (and for 3.3 and 3.4) are for funds operating on an ongoing basis. Individual investors who joined the fund at inception could have experienced the returns shown in these tables. If they do not sell their mutual fund holdings until they pass through an estate, the gains from tax deferral could translate into permanent gains. The estate or heir could sell the mutual fund shares at net asset value and owe no taxes on the difference between NAV and the cost basis of the mutual fund shares (or the cost basis of the underlying shares in the fund for that matter). However, it is true that the funds using HIFO accounting are carrying their portfolio positions at significantly lower cost bases than funds using average cost accounting or FIFO. There always is a question as to whether the deferral can be continued indefinitely and how investors would fare if the fund liquidated its positions at some point in the future. To examine this we have calculated the fifteen-year history of an equally weighted fund (as in Table 3 .1) that liquidates and distributes all proceeds at the end of 1998. The figures in Table 3 .5 refer to investors who were in the funds from the beginning in 1984. The average before-tax return is still 1.5000 percent per month, just as it was in Table 3.1. The gains from using HIFO instead of average cost accounting are significantly reduced relative to the comparable Table 3 .1, but they still are substantial. For instance, with zero exogenous net sales, the difference between HIFO and average cost accounting is 3.37 basis points per month over the fifteen year period. Even ignoring compounding, that means that after fifteen years the HIFO fund will leave its holders with more than six percent more after-tax wealth than the average cost accounting fund. More strikingly, the externality between early shareholders and new shareholders is still present in undiminished form. Even if a fund is going to be liquidated at the end of fifteen years, taxable holders are far better off being in a fund that grows until the end rather than one that steadily loses shareholders.
Randomness of Fund Sales
Of course, funds don't experience the kind of steady exogenous supply of new buyers that we have been examining. The next question we look at is what is the cost of random ebbs and flows that funds actually experience. To do this, we examine the after-tax average returns of both equally weighted and market capitalization-weighted index funds experiencing fluctuating net sales. We superimpose a standard deviation of 4.5 percent per month on the underlying trend of net sales and a serial autocorrelation of 0.25. These values correspond with the data on observed monthly net sales for a sample of roughly 800 equity mutual funds over the period 1992-99. This simulation is repeated 100 times and the following tables report the average after-tax returns. The results for both fluctuating net sales and deterministic net sales are shown in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. As we saw before, the value-weighted index fund needs to do very little rebalancing, so the gains from tax-efficient accounting techniques are minimal with deterministic cash flows. However, fluctuating cash flows make the choice of accounting technique very important. The reason is that "ebbs" force the funds to sell off some of their positions and this is just the circumstance where accounting techniques matter. Table 3 .7 indicates that mere fluctuations in net redemptions alone reduce the average monthly after-tax rate of return by 5.45 basis points a month if the value-weighted fund uses average cost accounting. On the other hand, HIFO accounting reduces the impact of net sales fluctuations by more than eighty percent. The HIFO fund with fluctuating net sales has an average after-tax return that is less than one-half basis point per month below the average cost accounting firm without fluctuating sales. Perhaps more importantly, the HIFO fund has a five basis points a month advantage over the average cost fund in an environment of fluctuating net sales. These same patterns are apparent for the equally weighted index funds of Table 3 .6, although the magnitudes differ.
The basic lesson that we take from Tables 3.6 and 3.7 is that the externality of fluctuating sales on existing shareholders can be significantly and in some cases greatly reduced by mutual fund managers if they adopt the appropriate accounting policies. Under HIFO the ebbs and flows of other shareholders has only a very slight impact on the buy and hold fund participants. The same cannot be said for average cost accounting.
Active Management
We now turn to some stylized versions of actively managed funds. The funds select randomly thirty of the fifty stocks at the beginning of the investment period. Each month, they completely divest of two of their positions and bring in two randomly selected companies from the twenty that have been outside the fund. The portfolio is rebalanced so that the holdings are proportional to the market capitalizations of the members. The simulations are again repeated 100 times and the following tables report the average after-tax returns over those simulations. Tables 3.8 and  3 .9 show after-tax returns for the three different strategies of choosing which stocks to eliminate from the portfolio each month. Table 3 .8 is for a fund experiencing a trend rate of net sales of +1 percent (with a standard deviation of 4.5 percent per month and a coefficient of serial correlation of 0.25). Table 3 .9 is for a fund with no net sales (e.g., an individually managed account). Table  3 .10 shows the same asset strategies for funds that are experiencing trend net redemptions of one percent per month These funds may have restricted access to some classes of investors, thus creating this net withdrawal situation. The choice of accounting technique continues to play a significant role, with the difference between HIFO and average cost accounting varying between two and eight basis points per month. The difference in investment policy is even larger. For instance, in Table 3 .8, the difference in average after tax return of discarding losers and discarding winners is almost 27 basis points per month.
14 This is despite the fact that the before-tax return is slightly (three basis points) higher for the discarding winners strategy than the discarding losers one.
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The overall difference between choosing a growing fund which is discarding losers and using HIFO and an alternative actively managed fund that sells winners, uses average cost accounting and is experiencing trend net redemptions is 33.07 basis points per month or 4.0 percent per year. This is an enormous difference for two funds experiencing the same market returns and choosing from the same universe (large cap stocks) of securities. Almost all of the advantage of one fund over the other is due in some way to the management of the fund.
It is interesting that the mutual fund that uses HIFO and a policy of discarding losers in Table 3 .8 has a higher after-tax return than the HIFO value-weighted index fund in Table 3 .7. To make the cases comparable, one wants to look at the case of fluctuating net sales in Table 3 .7. This certainly indicates that a tax-sensitive actively managed fund can outperform a tax-sensitive index fund, although a number of our assumptions affect this result. There are no bid-ask spreads in our model and we charge the same expenses to both index and actively managed funds. On the other hand, we have a particularly rigid actively managed strategy. A real-world tax-sensitive actively managed fund would not mechanically replace two positions each month. They would opportunistically replace positions with large losses as they occur. Further, a fund interested in optimizing tax efficiency might choose a different universe of stocks than we have here. Tax minimization is easiest with stocks that have high price volatility. We have not constructed our sample of fifty stocks with this in mind.
Liquidation Tax
For completeness, we have examined the cases where actively managed funds are liquidated at the end of our fifteen-year period. The results are shown in Tables 3.11 and 3.12. While the advantage of the investment strategy of selling the biggest losing positions in the fund each month is reduced by between three and eight basis points a month, it still is the strategy with the highest after-tax monthly return. In fact, the differences across investment strategy are still extremely large and the differences across accounting policies are significant. The fund with the best combination of policies (HIFO, selling losers, and a positive trend of net sales) beats the fund with the worst combination (average cost accounting, selling winners, and a negative trend of net sales) by an after-tax margin of 27.57 basis points per month. Considering that all of these funds are choosing from the same fifty stocks over the same time frame and they all are being liquidated at the end of the period, this difference in monthly after-tax returns has to be considered enormous.
Closing the Fund
The next issue we examine is the impact on long-term holders of closing an actively managed fund to new investors or to certain classes of new investors. Mutual funds, particularly large mutual funds such as Vanguard Windsor and Fidelity Magellan, have taken this action. The stated reason is usually that the managers of the fund cannot find productive investments in which to place additional funds. The fund may also be concerned about establishing such large positions as to lose liquidity. The question that we are concerned with is the externality effect on the long-term holders. Are the long-term holders harmed by the absence of new buyers of the fund. We assess this issue by reexamining the performance of our actively managed simulated funds. We compare the funds in two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the fund is left open to new buyers for the entire fifteen years of our model. The net sales are random with a positive trend of one-percent of assets per month and the same 4.5 percent per month standard deviation previously assumed. Under the second scenario, the fund is open for the first ten years with the same sales experience, but it is then closed over 1994-98. The closed fund has negative net sales. These are generated from a trend of negative one-percent of assets per month and a standard deviation of 4.5 percent a month. The resulting net sales distributions are truncated so that net sales are always nonpositive when the fund is closed to new investors.
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The average redemptions are approximately two percent per month under these assumptions. Tables 3.13 and 3.14 contain the results. The first thing to note is that closing the fund to new investors has a large negative impact on the taxable holders of the fund. In all cases, the impact is significant, but it is the largest for funds that otherwise were following tax efficient practices. The funds that systematically divest themselves of their largest losers cost their taxable shareholders between 18 and 25 basis points per month in after-tax return by closing the fund. The relatively tax-efficient investment policy of selling losers still offers the highest after-tax rates of return, but its effectiveness is greatly diminished by the closure of the fund to new investors. The most tax efficient strategy of all remains the combination HIFO and selling losers. The fact that its after-tax return in Table 3 .14 is slightly below that of the FIFO fund with the same investment policy is a result that the before tax returns are not identical across the cells of these tables. While it is still true that HIFO is the best of the accounting policies, its advantage is also significantly diminished by closure of the fund.
Conclusions
Our overall conclusion is that the tax-induced externalities between mutual fund shareholders are extremely large and important and that they can be influenced by management policies. The costs of random fluctuations in net sales on the after-tax performance of the fund are greatly diminished by choosing HIFO, for instance. The advantage of a fund with positive net sales relative to one with net redemptions is also extremely large. Net sales are presumably somewhat under the control of management. The extreme action of management closing the fund to new buyers is found to have a devastating impact on the ability to pursue tax efficient strategies. Finally, the active investment policy of selling losing positions relative to selling off winners offers much better after tax returns.
We find that there is nothing inherently inconsistent with tax-efficient actively managed portfolios. Active management techniques (e.g. selling losers vs. selling winners) appear to have a greater impact on after-tax returns than the choice of accounting technique. Both are very important, however. In other words, large-capitalization index funds can generally generate good tax efficiency by simply choosing a tax-efficient accounting technique, whereas the tax efficiency of actively managed funds requires both a tax-motivated investment strategy (such as selling losing positions) and the appropriate tax-efficient accounting policy. With an aggressive combination of tax-efficient policies, the actively managed funds we simulated could have provided greater tax efficiency than similarly constructed indexed funds that only use taxsensitive accounting.
Given the sensitivity of after-tax returns to the accounting policies implemented by mutual fund managers , it appears that fund investors could benefit from better information about how their funds account for security sales. Today, no disclosure is required to detail how security positions are accounted for upon sale. Certainly our simulations indicate that this information would be of value to taxable mutual fund investors and can impact after-tax returns by as much as eight basis points per month among otherwise identical funds based on our simulations.
We find that the tax externalities facing mutual fund investors are important considerations in choosing between mutual funds and direct investments. We have demonstrated that the existence of positive net cash flow can provide a significant benefit to existing mutual fund shareholders, and that any negative externalities resulting from mutual fund redemptions can be mitigated by the management practices of the fund. Although separate accounts arguably provide greater direct control over an individual's own tax situation, we have shown that a tax-sensitive mutual fund can meet or exceed the after-tax returns of an individually managed account. Further research into the mutual fund versus separate account debate may be useful because it seems that this subject has not received the attention that it deserves in both the academic and popular literature on portfolio choice.
Appendix: Data
Our source of the return and distribution data of the stocks used in the mutual fund simulations is the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). CRSP maintains a comprehensive collection of standard and derived security data available for the NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq Stock Market. The mutual fund simulations use the returns, the distributions, and the market capitalizations of the fifty largest companies in December 1983 in terms of market capitalization. We used the CRSP data set to identify those fifty companies. The returns and dividends were derived using CRSP's holding period returns with and without dividends over the period from January 1984 to December 1998. Table A lists some summary statistics of the companies in our dataset. Seven of the 50 companies were delisted from the three stock exchanges. If a company was merged into another company, we followed the stock of the acquirer after the merger. If a company was bought out for cash, we replaced it with the largest market capitalization company that is not already in the dataset after taking into account taxable cash-distributions. Standard Oil of Ohio merged with BP in June 1987 after paying a small cash-distribution to its shareholders. Shell, Marubeni, Getty Oil, Gulf Oil, Reynolds R J Industries, Texas Oil an Gas, and Superior Oil were all bought out for cash and were replaced by TDK Corp., Westinghouse Electric, Halliburton, Smithkline Beckman, Xerox, Intel, and American International Group, respectively. Superior Oil never enters our dataset because it was already bought out in October 1984. The monthly return of an equally-weighted index of the 50 companies had a mean of 1.50 percent and a standard deviation of 4.12 percent. The corresponding summary statistics for a value-weighted index were 1.50 percent and 4.11 percent. The means and standard deviations of the two indices correspond closely to the performance of the Standard & Poor's 500 Index. Of the 43 companies that were in our dataset for 15 years, Pfizer had the highest monthly return of 2.37 percent and Tenneco had the lowest return of 0.63 percent. Motorola's returns had the highest monthly standard deviation of 9.75 percent, whereas Exxon's returns had a standard deviation of only 4.42 percent. 
